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	Aristotle, one of mankind’s greatest thinkers, rooted his basis of human understanding in the notion that universal phenomena can be explained through perception and rationalization. As such, Aristotle conjectured that a 10-pound object should fall through the air 10 times faster than a similar 1-pound object. This, and other intuitive suppositions of his based on logic, did not stand up to the scientific method.


	We now know that understanding natural phenomena requires more than observation and reasoning. Nearly every behavior that exists is subject to variation and fluctuation due to a vast array of influencing forces, many unknown or unrecognized. This variation is further compounded by less than perfect human perception, measurement error, human bias, or just everyday mistakes. The scientific method, traced back to Francis Bacon in the late 16th century, is designed to maximize one’s certainty in the face of the chaos through which one must wade to get to an ultimate truth, and it has become the timetested gold standard by which new entries are added to the human knowledgebase. Even so, the scientific method has itself evolved with its demands for improved signal detectors that better filter out the noise, and in the past 30 years, the role of mathematics and statistics has become recognized as one of the most important vehicles toward that end. Statistics has become like the hammer in a scientist’s toolbox—one of the indispensable tools—especially in the pursuit of new drugs and treatments for human ailments. We present this wholly new updated book in this spirit of scientific investigation and as one additional contribution to complement the many educational resources available to practicing scientists.
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Pro TypeScript: Application-Scale JavaScript DevelopmentApress, 2014

	JavaScript is everywhere, both as a pure language and in popular libraries like Angular, jQuery and Knockout, but users of modern object-oriented languages like Java and C# often find JavaScript frustrating to use and hard to extend to large-scale applications. TypeScript is an innovative open source language from Microsoft that combines...
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Software for Data Analysis: Programming with R (Statistics and Computing)Springer, 2008
This is a book about Software for Data Analysis: using computer software to extract information from some source of data by organizing, visualizing, modeling, or performing any other relevant computation on the data. We all seem to be swimming in oceans of data in the modern world, and tasks ranging from scientific research to managing a business...
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Zend Studio for Eclipse Developer's Guide (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2008
The definitive, comprehensive guide to Zend Studio for Eclipse
 

Zend Studio for Eclipse gives millions of PHP/LAMP developers world-class tools for building state-of-the-art web applications. Now, here’s a definitive guide to making the most of this breakthrough...
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The School Administrator's Guide to BloggingRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2008
The word “blog” is relatively new and like most new technology terms, you might not find it in your spell checker or your dictionary yet. The word blog comes from combining the words “web” (short for World Wide Web) and the word “log” (indicating a regular entry). A blog therefore, is a website that is updated...
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PrestaShop 1.5 Beginner's Guide (Learn by Doing: Less Theory, More Results)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Build your own attractive online store with this fast and flexible e-commerce solution


	Overview

	
		Build a fully featured, attractive online shop with PrestaShop
	
		Add and customize your shop’s products
	
		Make more money by offering shipping and payment options to your...
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ARM® Cortex® M4 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2016

	About This Book

	
		This book focuses on programming embedded systems using a practical approach
	
		Examples show how to use bitmapped graphics and manipulate digital audio to produce amazing games and other multimedia applications
	
		The recipes in this book are written using ARM's MDK...
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